
ESSAY ABOUT ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION

Free Essay: The Achievements of The Islamic Civilization Islam, one of the most successful religions was started by
Muhammad in Arabia and had a massive.

Perhaps the most distinctive and noteworthy contributions occurred in the field of mathematics, where
scholars from the House of Wisdom played a critical role in fusing the Indian and classical traditions, thus
inaugurating the great age of Islamic mathematical speculation. Great centers of religious learning were also
centers of knowledge and scientific development. It is certain, moreover, that the modern world would look
much different than it does today. Islam civilization is based on the value of education, which both the Qur'an
and the Prophet stressed. To those who followed him, the way of Islam, Allah, Muhammad said, "He will
bring him to the garden of [Heaven]" Document 2. Often throughout history these civilizations and their
ideologies have caused great wars that have created ripples that are still felt today Abu Abdullah Muhammad
Ibn Musa, also known as al-Khwarizimi, is best known for introducing the mathematical concept of Algoritgm
to the Islamic civilization. Islam has a belief that Allah is their one and only true God with no one greater
Watkins Activity from Boko Haram has been increasing in recent years, generating fear among Nigerians.
Western Europe has settled into an economic and cultural plateau with low rates of economic growth,
shrinking population and military dependence on America. At a period of history when the scientific and
philosophical heritage of the ancient world was about to be lost, Islamic scholars stepped in to preserve that
heritage from destruction. Egypt was one of the most wonderful civilizations in human history. This is when
the Koran was first shown to Muhammad. Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan one of the leader of Islamic empire 8th
century AD select one common language Arabic to rule the Islamic empire. Maududi asked if I had read the
comments of Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser boasting about being a descendant of the pharaohs. On the
contrary, sustainable growth of civilization is something that would ensure the continuity of the progress of
the civilization Around this same time the Etruscans moved into present day Italy. And these civilizations are
most easily identified as ferocious worries. Muslims were not allowed to eat pork, drink alcohol, gamble or
lend money for interest. All in all the empire lasted from about to A. The Dome of the Rock was built
especially for religious worship This division of global powers can be used to prove that the Western
civilization will never completely dominate the global media. The tradition continued as the Qur'an was first
memorized and transmitted by word of mouth and then recorded for following generations. For the first time
since Alexander the Great former rivals could meet and exchange ideas under the protection of a single state.
Such formal centers began during the Abbasid period A. Schlesinger Jr. Thus Arab Muslim societies and other
Muslims have cultural affinities, though every society has preserved its distinguishing characteristics.
Thereafter Syria, Baghdad, and Persia became similar channels for the communication of essentially Greek,
Syriac, pre-Islamic Persian and Indian cultural values. The Madrassah had a curriculum and full-time and
part-time teachers, many of whom were women. Despite our forces and training provided, a strong Iraqi
government was never created. Finally, Muslims excelled over all other medieval peoples in the organization
of hospitals and in the control of medical practice. Traditionally the Semites and the Greeks assigned
numerical values to their letters and used them as numerals. Muslim soldiers were enthusiastic fighters as they
would be fighting for the 'great' Muhammad.


